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1.Introduction 
A digital image is a mathematical dataset of a 2D 

function. It is a raster image represented by pixels 

[1]. To process digital image analytics, we have to 

develop numerical values describing discrete 

elements of the image. This numerical analysis may 

be further performed by a machine. The conversion 

of image data (big data) to 2D representation (F(x,y)) 

will be executed to reflect the original intensity of the 

image [2]. The execution of image analytics is 

extensively practical. Many places comprehend how 

to separate value from image data to construct 

different knowledge sources in traffic analysis, 

computer network security and transportation safety 

[3]. Vasanth and Nataraj [4] are curious to recognize 

facial actions and features from images in computer 

vision. It can be applicable for real-time video to 

match with recorded face images (image 

recognition). The research helps make image 

analytics happen due to deep learning application, big 

data analytics and matured technology. 
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The authors also point out that various practical 

applications like animation involve with recognition 

technology. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

algorithm is obtained to categorize the action and 

appearance (emotion) out of facial pattern 

recognition. 

 

The smoothing process is to ease unwanted elements 

(noise) and enhance features of the image graphic. 

Both non-linear [5] and linear [6] algorithms are 

functional for smoothing digital images. To smooth 

the image helps comfort multiple processes in image 

analytics. Linear smoothers are techniques that 

involve with a pixel intensity, which gives the linear 

sum amount in a sliding window. It is correspondent 

to the Fourier transform by multiplying and 

integrating for each image. Let a linear model denote 

as yi = aix, where x identifies the unknown variables 

with a (j x 1) matrix, ai represents an (i x j) 2D matrix 

regarding input parameters from original image, and 

yi contains the (i x 1) matrix of observed output. 

Regarding this recursive computation, i input 

parameters are employed with j unknown variables 

and each iteration results i observed outputs. 

 

 

 

Review Article 

Abstract  
Image analytics is a process to evaluate and mine the insight about digital images. The emergence of QR-code-technology 

is a case, but practical cases include face as well as text recognition and analysis. This article explores smoothing 

approaches to enrich an image by filtering negative elements and stressing positive ones. Image smoothing is a common 

process and significant in mining digital images. The paper strengthens an appropriate algorithm for sharpening images 

by applying linear and non-linear algorithms. Sub-standardized and degraded images need to be previously sharpened 

prior to computer vision. It is found that the average smoothing algorithm technique outperforms other approaches 

regarding noise filtering as it focuses on static window size and computes the edges. Besides, it is also simply carried out 

in computation. 
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Non-linear systems [7] have diversified transform 

compared to linear systems. They are techniques that 

cannot be only transformed by either convolution or 

Fourier concept. A sliding average value is a model 

of a non-linear one. For non-linear smoothers, the 

response or output of the recursion does not follow 

varying concurrence.  Several actual problems exhibit 

nonlinear smoothing function which involves 

adjustments to linear smoothers. The non-linear 

smoothers can be formulated in a state-space domain, 

and the smoother estimates by associating 

linearization at each recursive operation [8]. It means 

adjusting interpolation to the observed curves at the 

current time step in order that the typical smoother 

recursions can be applied in parallel to harvest 

approximations for the next time step. Besides, non-

linear smoother is following the score function with 

the input distribution from sources, it is possible to 

approximate adaptively the source convolution by 

using corresponding least-squared calculation [9]. 

Bennasar, et al. [10] also explicitly approximate 

scoring functions for feature selection process. It is 

based on common features like the correlation with 

predictable variables. This approach outclasses other 

techniques on actual datasets, reduces the mean error 

about six percent, and results the outstanding trade-

off concerning stability and accuracy. One of non-

linear smoothing techniques is based on ordered 

parameters. It is referred to non-linear as it cannot 

use linearity like a convolution value. The ordered 

approach stretches all pixels in sequence and 

substitutes the pivot. The objective of this article is to 

explore smoothing approaches to enrich an image by 

filtering negative elements and stressing positive 

ones. Moreover, we can predict the computation cost 

as we smooth n x n pixels in the case of insertion sort 

the average time complexity is O(n2) and the space 

complexity is O(1). In the case of merge sort the 

average time complexity is O(n log n) but the space 

complexity is O(n). 

 

2.Noise patterns 
The Currently, valuable information can be mined 

from digital images, for example, biometric images 

and medical images like X-ray. Since the insight 

from digital images is more tolerant to be extracted 

compared to telecommunication signal de-noising 

[11], digital images are trivial research. However, 

digital images are often accidentally defected by 

noise. Image is a dominant source to display 

visualization. In image processing, smoothing is 

commonly recommended. TV images are degraded 

by noise [12] during the broadcast due to interference 

and poor receptor. Noise is also induced in digital 

creations [13] after scanning. In real-world 

environment, the study of image smoothing requires 

constant consideration of noise patterns [14]. In this 

regard, engineers have proposed reviews on both 

academic and applied aspects. Many articles 

recommend the noise in imaging processing present 

during image retrieval, encoding, and traversing steps 

[15]. The presence of noise corrupts the live 

information of the images. In this common logic as a 

researcher, we need to investigate how severe the 

current image is corrupted, which noise pattern is 

attended, and how we smooth. Occasionally, we may 

need to understand the logical and realistic patterns 

of noise associated with digital images. In this 

section, we address the key to these complications 

through the reflection of noise patterns. Noise 

symbolizes unpleasant part of the image and reflects 

the image value. Noise can be described as an 

unwanted element (N) which disturbs the defected 

image (D). Assume that the actual image (A) is 

affected by noise pattern and is represented as: 

 

 (   )   (   )   (   )  (1) 

 

Noise originates from different sources and induces 

into images after scanning. The scan process 

transforms original image data into digital data. In 

each transformation step, it introduces noise at 

random position in which noise arises from normal 

sensations. Finally, these steps naturally outcome a 

convolution of actual pixels. Noise can be 

demonstrated by a probability density function (PDF) 

which lies over on the actual image. The most 

common patterns of noise are introduced: salt and 

pepper noise, Gaussian noise, Erlang noise and 

negative exponential noise. 

 

2.1The salt and pepper noise 

It is a pattern of noise normally seen on digital 

images [16]. It is white and black pixels in a digital 

image at random spots. In this pattern, we can 

represent a digital image by eight bits per pixel and 

usually the intensity of salt noise is close to (28 - 1) 

while pepper noise makes close to zero. Note that the 

probability of each noise fluctuation is lower than ten 

percent unless the noise could override the actual 

image. 
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2.2Gaussian noise 

In a communication network, telecommunication 

channels can be induced by Gaussian noise deriving 

from regular sources, such as the heat, thermal 

objects, etc. The Gaussian noise follows a Gaussian 

PDF and in 2D, it can be calculated by the product of 

x-domain and y-domain as shown in Equation 2. 

 

    (   )  
 

    
 
  
(   )  (   ) 

     (2) 

 

Where x is the gray intensity in the x-axis, y is the 

gray intensity in the y-axis, 𝜇 is the mean value, and 

σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian 

distribution. In practice, seventy percent of values fall 

in the range 𝜇 σ and ninety percent of the same fall 

between 𝜇 2σ. Note that we assume PDFG is zeroed 

if it falls further than 𝜇 3σ.  Gaussian noise is 

suitable to analyze a typical step which induces noise. 

 

2.3Erlang noise 

Like other noise patterns, an Erlang-k distribution 

follows a particular PDF. The Erlang-k distribution 

has been promoted by to measure the users’ traffic 

which can be requested concurrently to a switching 

node in computer network. Erlang-k’s distribution 

has been commonly employed in queuing 

fundamental to analyze mathematically the waiting 

time in lines. It is also utilized in statistical analysis 

for biomedical steps, and in random process. 

 

The equation of an Erlang-k PDF in one dimension as 

shown in equation 3 can be represented by two 

parameters, μ and k, where: 

 k must be a positive number and denotes the shape 

of an Erlang function.   

 µ is an average service rate. 
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2.4The negative exponential noise 

Various noise patterns that induce in natural 

sensations follow a function of a negative exponential 

PDF. The negative exponential distribution is one of 

the critical distributions in queuing analysis. Engineer 

employs a negative exponential PDF to compute the 

strength of tension in civil engineering. An architect 

also utilizes it regularly to construct, design, and 

develop structures and machines. It allows an 

aeronautical engineer to simulate how aircraft 

completes during the flight. Negative exponential 

formula is employed to comprehend kinetic energy of 

the wave, and to calculate heat, pressure, and wind 

flow. Not to mention a sound engineer applies it to 

analyze wave patterns. To form a negative 

exponential PDF, we only use a parameter μ (an 

average service rate) in one dimension as shown in 

Equation 4. 
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3.Smoothing algorithms 
The resolution of smoothing is to diminish noise for a 

better being visualization. Irregularly, smoothing can 

be specified as filtering. There are two smoothers that 

have been uncovered practical in image analytics, 

namely, a spatial smoother and a temporal smoother. 

The former one is applicable for both dynamic and 

static digital images. The latter one is valid only for 

dynamic objects. A spatial smoother is utilized for 

lessening the noise and concealing [17]. It is to 

decrease the level of image variance [18]. It can help 

eliminate some details like gaps between curves from 

the digital image. A smoothing procedure can start 

from improving 5x5 pixels. The modest way is to 

read all value exhibited in each pixel, even them out 

then substitute to the pivotal one. A computation 

keeps iterating for limited particular elements or the 

whole image pixels. We smooth n x n pixels with 

restricted portion of i x j concerning the image size of 

x rows and y columns then the average time 

complexity is O(n
2
ij), where i ∈ x and j ∈ 

 
3.1Sobel smoothing alsgorithm (SSA) 

Edge in digital images is boundary with divergence 

of intensity – a descent in intensity from pixel to 

pixel. It reserves the significant possession in a 

considered image. The edge detection of a digital 

image is a key to filter out noise (useless 

information).  Sobel algorithm [19] is investigated by 

employing toolbox’s function. It estimates the 

descent to discover edges. It assumes edges whenever 

the gradient descent (GD) of the recursive calculation 

regarding the targeted image is achieved. In 2D 

spatial smoother, it refers to an n × n gradient matrix.   

 

3.2Prewitt smoothing algorithm (PSA) 

There exists an edge detection algorithm, called 

Prewitt method [20]. The algorithm uses a discrete 

gradient estimator to calculate the differentiation of 

the intensity of considered image. At each recursion, 

the algorithm results the norm or the gradient of this 

vector. It depends on the image’s convolution with a 

trivial, discrete, and gradient magnitude in two 
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dimensions, horizontal and vertical axes.  It is thus 

comparatively economical due to the average time 

complexity. Additionally, the calculation in the 

gradient estimation is also somewhat unsophisticated, 

especially in case of the digital image with high 

variance in the frequency domain 

 

3.3Average smoothing algorithm (ASA) 

The ASA [21] based on linearity is windowed 

smoother which sharpens digital images. The 

algorithm functions as a low-pass smoother in signal 

processing. The straightforward computation behind 

the algorithm is for any pixels of considered image 

finding an average value across its vicinity 
 

3.4Laplacian smoothing algorithm (LSA) 

The LSA [22] is a 2D recursive computation of the 

second derivative of considered image. It firstly 

marks an area of quick intensity variation and 

highlights them as the edge estimation. The 

algorithm regularly employs to digital images that 

have been smoothed by some estimation techniques 

before.  The additional process by LSA is to lower its 

vulnerability to noise.  

 

The principal purpose in digital image smoothing 

[23] is to underline acceptable detail in the image, 

and to enrich detail that has been corrupted, because 

of movement effect or noise. Smoothing can be 

completed by spatial variation. Figure 1 displays the 

results of previously mentioned smoothers by 

comparing them to original and corrupted images. 

Note that in our evaluation of the above-mentioned 

smoothing algorithms, we limit all approaches 

regarding noise filtering by focusing on only static 

window size to calculate the edges. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 1 Smoothing results: a) Original image b) Corrupted image c) SSA d) PSA e) ASA, and f) LSA 

 

The isometric plots can provide the display of a 3D 

visualization [24]. It is drawn in a shaded graphic or a 

wire mesh. The concerning images are plotted as 

presented in Figure 2. The plot is important for 
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understanding the frequency domains and their 

mathematical distribution function. In MATLAB 

correlations can be calculated with the function 

which reflects the frequency domain. Note that to 

find the discrete function, we have to reverse the 

arguments and swap the end of the smaller input with 

zeros in order that they hold the identical length. As 

MATLAB cannot handle negative or zero arguments 

the correlation sample with zero figures is the central 

component of the output vector. An alternating 

method of finding the correlation without stuffing 

with zeros is extending to the convolution vector 

computation. A benefit of the isometric plot is that it 

can point out a worthy perception of the intensity 

function as a scale is indicated on the x-y-z axes. It is 

ineffective for the image indication alone with no 

isometric representation. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
 

(e) (f) 

Figure 2 Frequency visualization: a) Original image b) Corrupted image c) SSA d) PSA e) ASA, and f) 

LSA 

 

Huge effort and computational time are spent on 

computing the descent of any windows as smoother 

takes every pixel in the image, and then values are 

estimated. Digital images enclose the total numeric 

model, then they can be definitely represented by 

histogram [25]. We create the histogram of 

concerning the images as depicted in Figure 3 which 

is supportive in understanding the feature of pixels. 

Histogram of digital images represents a graphical 

distribution model, then it is applied to the digital 

camera. Professional photographers employ these 

graphics as advice to decide about the 

adjustment of tones, and whether the image 

information will be affected by unexpected 

shadow. Image quality improvement is essential in 

image analytics. It is to enhance the 

quality of blurred images by amplifying the intensity 

varies of considered background and the whole 

objects. Histogram thus is critical for both image 

analytics and improvement. 

 

4.Conclusion  
Our research contributes a comparable approach to 

practitioners who are operating in distinct areas and 

from dissimilar experiences.  The comprehension of 

image analyzers is intensified, and their time spent is 

diminished as they can see an isometric or surface 

plot.  It encourages them to concentrate on the 

perception rather than the complex mathematics and 

variables. Image smoothing algorithms can be 

efficiently employed with a less time complexity of 
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calculation per pixel. By doing the evaluation 

between image smoothing algorithms, we settle that 

ASA technique outperforms other approaches 

regarding noise filtering as it focuses on static 

window size and computes the edges accordingly. 

Not to mention it is simply carried out. Future 

researches include the optimization approach like 

Gradient Descent Algorithm (GDA) and a computer 

vision with mobile objects. 

 

                  (a)                                                                                 (b) 

 
                  (c)                                                                           (d) 

 
                                          (e)                                                                      (f) 

Figure 3 Histogram: a) Original image b) Corrupted image c) SSA d) PSA e) ASA, and f) LSA 
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